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Abstract. Suppose supil if.        KÍz)ip(z) dxdy\ : <p(z) analytic for \z\ < 1,
J J |z| < 1

I/i i ,, lv(z)l dxdy = 1} = esssup{|/c(z)|: \z\ < 1}. The question of construc-
J J \z\«CI

tive determination of extremal sequences {<pn} is considered for some classes

of functions k(z) that arise in connection with plane quasiconformal mappings.

For example, such a sequence {<pn} is constructed explicitly for the k{z) that

arises in connection with the affine stretch of Strebel's chimney domain.

1. Introduction.  / is a Teichmüller mapping of the unit disk, U = {\z\ < 1},

if / is a quasiconformal mapping of U with complex dilatation

where <j>(z) is holomorphic in U, and A; is a positive constant. Let 2$(f2) denote the

class of functions <j>(z) holomorphic in a region fi, with the additional restriction

that

0<||*(*)H= (j \${z)\ dxdy< oo, z = x + iy.

n

A necessary and sufficient condition that / is an extremal mapping (among the

class of quasiconformal mappings of U with the same boundary values as /) is that

[2] there exists a so-called Hamilton sequence, namely, a sequence </>„ € 2$(i7), such

that

|jy*(*)/w*)DM*)<k«fo
(1.2) lim  J- = 1.

n*.Mii
If <p E 53(i/), then, of course, <j>n{z) — <t>(z), n = 1,2,3,..., constitutes a Hamilton

sequence; so the problem of whether a Hamilton sequence exists is nontrivial only

when ||$(z)|| = oo. In principle, if a Hamilton sequence, {(pn}, does exist, such a se-

quence can be realized in terms of a sequence of "polygonal" Teichmüller mappings

/„ which agree with / at finitely many boundary points (see [2, Theorem 6]). How-

ever, these /n's are obtained by a highly nonconstructive process, with the result

that the relationship of the properties of the corresponding sequence {</>„} to the

properties of <p is quite obscure. The question arises whether a Hamilton sequence,

if one does exist, can be obtained in a more direct manner. In particular, we shall

concern ourselves with the following possibility: If {Rn} is a sequence of numbers,
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0 < Rn < 1, limfin = 1, does {<¡>(Rnz)} constitute a Hamilton sequence? We shall

answer this question principally in the special case when <p(z) is holomorphic in U

except for a finite number of poles on dU. In §2, we shall verify the following:

THEOREM l.   Suppose <p(z) is holomorphic for \z\ < 1 except for a finite number

of poles on {[z[ = 1}.  Then

.¡¡u(<p(z)/\<p(z)\)cl>(Rz)dxdy
(L3) lim '-ÍTI75 mi- = 1

«-i \\4>(Rz)\\

if and only if <p(z) has poles of at most order 2 on {\z\ = 1}.

As was first noted by Strebel [5], with his famous chimney region, an extremal

Teichmüller mapping is not necessarily uniquely extremal. For the class of 0's under

consideration here, Sethares [4] showed that unique extremality obtains if and only

if the poles are of the first or second order. Thus, Theorem 1 is equivalent to the

following.

THEOREM 1'. Suppose <t>(z) is holomorphic for \z[ < 1 except for a finite number

of poles on {\z\ = 1}. Then {(¡)(Rnz)} is a Hamilton sequence if and only if the

Teichmüller mapping (1.1) is uniquely extremal.

The "if" part, above, is in fact known to hold for a somewhat larger class of (p's.

Examination of the proof of Theorem 2 of Hayman and Reich [1] shows that what

is proved there is actually tantamount to the following.

THEOREM 2.   Suppose (p(z) is holomorphic for \z\ < 1, and

\4>(reie)\d9<-^—,        0 < r < 1.L,o l--r'

Then the Teichmüller mapping (1.1) is uniquely extremal and {<p(Rnz)} is a Hamil-

ton sequence.

The proof of Theorem 2 is complicated. Thus, even though Theorem 2 implies

the "if" part of Theorem 1, we include a proof of the latter in §2 since only a short

computation is involved.

In §3 we interpret our results for affine mappings of certain simply connected

regions, and in §4 we consider the question of Hamilton sequences for the affine

stretch of Strebel's chimney region.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. (a) Suppose ||</>(z)|| < oo (as is the case if <j> has at

worst first order poles).

Given £ > 0, choose An such that

//
\4>(z)\dxdy < £.

ßg<N<i

Then,

if    \<t>(Rz)\dxdy=-^     II      \<j>(z)\dxdy<-^,    if Ä > J26-
«0<|«|<1 RoR<\z\<R
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Therefore,

flm*mdxi>> ¡I ̂ ¡tm*>*>
z\<Ro

R2'
R>Rq.

Since (p(Rz) is bounded in {|z| < Ro}, uniformly with respect to R, Ro < R < 1,

we have

lim
fl— i

¡Sm\mdxiY-ISm^
\z\<Ro

\dxdy~—^.
no

Hence

Also,

lim
ñ—i m«*z) dx dy = IW*)II-

lim Ij\4>(Rz)\dxdy = \\<i>{z)l
u

(b) Suppose <p(z) has second-order poles, but none of higher order.

JUT
E*2fluMtWdxdy lllzl<Rj^ri[(p(Rz)-(p(z)]dxdy

— = K   + K  —

ll*(fl*)ll

+ R

!S\z\<R\^z)\dxdy

.nR<\z^M\^Rz^dxdy

í!\z\<R\<t>{z)\dxdy

The denominator on the right side goes to infinity as R —► 1.   For the absolute

values of the terms in the numerator, we have

h(R) = II ^rMRz) - 4>(z)}dxdy  < II \<f>(Rz) - 4>(z)[dxdy
:\<R

rR p2tt rr

<  l    rdr I      d9 ¡    dt\<p'(reie]
Jo Jo J Rr

\z\<R

h(R) =

\R<\z\<l

Now, if a > 0, m > 2, then

//

<Kz)
(p(Rz)dxdy < ±    II    \<j>(z)\ dx dy.

R2<\z\<R

1,     *     f d9 p / 1 \
(2.1)    /     ;--j— = 7--s-t+o[-,-r-r),    asr — 1 (0 < r < 1 ,

J-a \1 - ret6\m      (l-r)™-1        V(l-r)m     /

where p is a positive constant, not depending on a. Using (2.1), one finds that

lim h(R)= lim J2(Ä)=0,
R-> i ñ-1

and (1.3) therefore follows.

(c) Suppose the highest order poles of (f>(z) are of order m, m > 3.   We first

derive a lemma.
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LEMMA.1   Suppose H- {Rez > 0}, gE^8(H), a > 0.  Then

(2.2) [feW-*M9g{rJ<»drdß  < LEE^Í if \g(z)\dxdy.
H H

To prove this, let w = (ct/n) logz map 77 onto the strip T, — {w = u + iv: — oo <

ii < oo, —a/2 < v < a/2}. In E, define /i(w) by

that is,

Then,

while

/i(w) dw2 = g(z) dz2,

h(w) = (ir2/a2)e2™/ag(e™/a).

r f zoc/txz r<x/2 roo

A= ,    g{z) dxdy = /        e~2lv dv /      h(u + iv) du,
JJ    Za'nZ J-a/2 J-co
H

B Il \g(z)[ dxdy = 11 \h(w)\ dudv.

H E

Since B < oo, it follows firstly, that /_ h(u + iv) du exists for a.a.v., —a/2 < v <

a/2, and secondly, that there exist sequences {un}, un ] oo, and {u'n},u'n | —oo,

such that

/a/2 pa/2
\h(un + iv)\ dv = lim /        \h(u'n + iv)\ dv = 0.

-a/2 J-a/2

Since h is analytic in E, we therefore conclude by Cauchy's theorem, that

Hence,

Also,

/oo
h(u + iv) du = c = const for a.a.v.

-oo

A = c
J-al

v dv = —csina.

le <
/OO

IM«
-oo

+ iv)\du   a.a.v.

Therefore a|c| < B, and |A| < (ß/a)|sina|, which proves (2.2).

Let a = ((p — 2)/2)ir. If we map {|c| < 1} onto {Re z > 0} and transfer g(z)dz2

as a quadratic differential, (2.2) becomes

(2.3)
ffjl + z

JJ   (l + z
1+2|4-"|1-Z|"

+ z)4-i'(l -zY
g(z)dxdy <

\sin((p-2)/2)ir

((p-2)/2) ?//"*«
dxdy,

which holds whenever p > 2, and g E *B(U).

'This is a generalization of a result found in [3]. The bound is sharp for every a.
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Turning now to the proof for case (c), by contradiction, suppose (1.3) held. By

considering (2.1) we see that the effect of poles of order m predominates as R —► 1.

Say, there is a pole of order m at z = 1. Then it is necessarily true that

1 ' ; fi-i      ffs\<t>(Rz)\dxdy

for any set S = {|argz| < 6, p< \z\ < 1} (<5 > 0,0 < p < 1).

The function (¡>(z) has the form

4>(z) = (z-\ymF(z),

where F(z) is holomorphic and, say, nonvanishing in S. If G(z) is any other function

holomorphic and nonvanishing in S, and G(l) = F(l), and if <f> is replaced by

4>(z) = (z - l)-mG(z),        zES,

then the quantities

Slm\*lRz)dxdy-ISW)\f(Rx)dxiy
s s

and

M \<p(Rz)-i¡>(Rz)\dxdy

s

are negligible compared to fjs \qb(Rz)[ dxdy as R —» 1. Therefore (2.4) must hold

with <f> replaced by ip. Moreover, if ip(z) is actually holomorphic in U except for

poles on dU, and if all poles of xp on dU, except that at z = 1, are of strictly lower

order than m, then by the same reasoning as the one leading from (1.3) to (2.4),

we conclude that, necessarily,

,.     JJ/t/li&lrWdzdl/l      ,
nm   -■■"•■    -= 1
R^      ¡iv\i>{Rz)\dxdy

Choosing
/_i "\mo4-m

(l+¿)4-m(l-z)m'

this contradicts (2.3), however.

3. Affine mappings. Let Q be a simply connected planar region of hyperbolic

type, but not necessarily of finite area |fi|. Introducing the auxiliary conformai

mapping z = F(c), of {|c| < 1} onto U, and using (1.2), one notes that a necessary

and sufficient condition that the affine stretch

Ak(z) — Kx + iy,        z E fi, K > 1, z — x + iy

is an extremal mapping (among the class of quasiconformal mappings of fi with the

same prime-end boundary values as A^) is that there exists a sequence <f>n E 53(0),

such'that

(3.1) lim  ^¿y** = I-
n-oo Un(z)\\
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We refer to {4>n} satisfying (3.1) as a Hamilton sequence for fi. If |fi| < oo, then

4>n(z) = 1, n = 1,2,..., constitutes a Hamilton sequence, but when |fi| = oo,

the constant 1 does not belong to 23(fi), and, in fact, there may be no Hamilton

sequence since Ak need not be extremal. (This occurs, for example, when fi is a

half-plane.)

In order to form a putative Hamilton sequence for i~2, take 0<R<l,R = Rn]l,

and let

(3.2) <t>R{z) = &R(z)2    where $R(z) = F(RF~\z)), z G fi.

Since $r maps fi conformally onto a subregion of finite area, it is evident that

<Pr(z) E 93(fi), 0 < R < 1. Moreover, clearly,

lim 4>r(z) = 1    pointwise for all z E fi.
R—> 1

The obvious question is: For which fi is the putative sequence {4>r(z)} actually a

Hamilton sequence? We can say the following:

THEOREM 3. Suppose the mapping function z = F(ç) of {|c| < 1} onto fi is

such that F'(ç)2 is holomorphic for |c| < 1 except for a finite number of poles on

{\ç\ = 1}. Then the putative sequence {4>R(z)}, R J 1, is a Hamilton sequence if

and only if the poles are at most of order 2, and this occurs if and only if Ak(z) is

a uniquely extremal quasiconformal mapping o/fi.

PROOF. If we transfer Ak(z) to {|c| < 1} by means of F, the question becomes

that of determining whether a Teichmüller mapping with complex dilatation

V(c)|2        V       K + l)

is extremal or uniquely extremal, as the case may be, and whether {R2F'(Rç)2},

R — Rn Î 1, constitutes a corresponding Hamilton sequence. Since the factor R2

is immaterial, the assertion is immediate by Theorem 1'.

EXAMPLE. Let fi be the strip

E0 = {z = x + iy:  - 1< y < 1}.

Here,

F(i) = 2logi±|,       f(ri' = „(1+*(1_t),       (kKD.

By Theorem 3, {(¡>R(z)}, as defined by (3.2), is a Hamilton sequence. The fact that

the affine stretch of En. is a uniquely extremal mapping was first proved in [5]. For

application below, we note that a Hamilton sequence {crn(z)} for En can also be

obtained explicitly as follows. Let

(3.3) crn(¿) = (l/n)exp(-22/n2).

One finds that

(3.4) II <jn(z)dxdy = 2sfr,
So
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while

(3.5) II \an(z)\dxdy = ̂ I   exp (jL J dy -» 20F.
So

It is evident that together with a Hamilton sequence {4>n(z)} for En, {</>«(•£ - A„)}

is also a Hamilton sequence, for any sequence of real numbers {An}.

4. The chimney region. The chimney region

C= {z: Rez < 0} U E0

was introduced by Strebel who showed, with extremal-length methods [5], that

Ak(z) is extremal for € but not uniquely extremal.

In order to approach the problem of constructing Hamilton sequences for € we

need to first consider some qualitative properties of the functions mapping € con-

formally onto a half-plane and a disk. In fact, these mappings can be expressed in

"finite form" as Schwarz-Christoffel transformations in terms of elementary func-

tions.

Let 2(7) be a conformai mapping of the upper half-plane {Im 7 > 0} onto <£. In

view of the symmetry of € we can preassign z(—1) = — i, z(l) = i, z(0) = the point

00 at the right end of En, 2(00) = the point 00 in the half-plane {Rez < 0}. On

the basis of the angles involved we find that

m -1-
2

12

where c is a positive constant. Since for every semicircle 0 < arg 7 < ir, |—/| = h,

(0 < h < 1), one has Imz(h) = 1, Imz(-h) = -1, it follows that c = 4/w2.

Integrating, we obtain

1        y/1 - 72 + 1      2
(4.2) z=-log^7=J=--x/T^T2, Im7>0,

*      \/ï 1
2 _ 1 7T

where ^/l - 72 is the branch with positive real part, and the logarithm term goes

to zero for 7 = iM, M —> +00.

THEOREM 4.   (i) Let T(z) map <L conformally onto E0, T(i) = i, T(-i) = -i,

T(+oo) = +00, and let {an(z)} be the Hamilton sequence (3.3) for En-  Then

qn(z) = an[T(z) - n3}

is a Hamilton sequence for <L.

(ii) Let F(ç) map {[c[ < 1} conformally onto €.   The sequence (3.2), with R =

Rn Î 1, z E €, is not a Hamilton sequence for <£.

PROOF (i). The mapping T is given by

2 •
w = T(z) = - log

w      7(2)

Therefore,
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Hence,

(4.3) qn(z)dxdy=        o-n(w-n3)\l+e~™\dudv,        w = u + iv.

ff So

A straightforward estimate shows that the choice of the term n3 guarantees, to-

gether with the rapid decay of the an functions, that

lim     ff crn(w-n3)\l + e-™\dudv = 0,

tt)€E0
Reui<A

and that consequently the term |1 + e~nw\ behaves like the constant 1 in its effect

as n —► oo. Therefore, just as for (3.4), (3.5), one obtains

lim qn(z)dxdy=  lim   // \qn(z)\dxdy = 2ypñ.n^°°JJ »—°°JJ
c ff

(ii) The mapping F(ç) is obtained by composition of 7(2) with the Möbius trans-

formation,

H = (î - l)/(? + !)•

Therefore,

"' (í-mi+í)''
Since there is a pole of fourth order, the putative sequence is not a Hamilton

sequence in this case. Attention should be called to the fact that an alternative

construction of a Hamilton sequence for the affine stretch of the chimney region is

possible by analyzing the proof of Ortel's Theorem 1 in [6].
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